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Logic 
•  Another line of thought has to do with more logical 

considerations,  consisting of a collection of ideas 
associated with the term ``informal rigor.”  

•  The aim here is to delineate the presence and the reach of 
formal methods in mathematics, and then attempt to recover 
a decision procedure for mathematics that lies, roughly 
speaking, beyond the reach of such methods.  

•  To formulate a set of principles---even a system---which is 
exact enough to encompass all of mathematical reasoning, 
but informal. This is the simply the “old-fashioned idea,” as 
Kreisel puts it in the opening lines of  “informal rigor,” “that 
the intuitive notions are  significant.”  



Incompleteness 

•  In spite of an almost century long development 
of foundations, there is less and less reason to 
expect a full, formal account of mathematical 
reasoning.  



Faithfulness 

•  There is also the question of faithfulness, the 
realization that there is always a leap of faith 
involved in formalization; the realization that 
the gap between our intuitions and their formal 
counterparts, is unbridgeable. 

•  That our axiomatizations often turn out to be 
non-categorical (they have many non-
isomorphic models) worsens the problem---in 
fact it epitomizes the problem.  



Brouwer 

•  Brouwer opposed the formalization of 
intuitionistic logic.  

• Mathematics is an “essentially languageless 
activity of the mind” 



Heyting on Brouwer 

• Abraham A. Fraenkel and Yehoshua Bar-
Hillel. Foundations of set theory. Studies in 
Logic and the Foundations of Mathematics. 
North- Holland Publishing Co., Amsterdam, 
1958.  

A. Hey'ng 



Reference 

•  (Abraham A. Fraenkel and Yehoshua Bar-
Hillel. Foundations of set theory. Studies in 
Logic and the Foundations of Mathematics. 
North- Holland Publishing Co., Amsterdam, 
1958. ) 



Frankel 

•  “A notion of (inutitionistic) truth can be 
satisfactorily defined for intuitionistic 
elementary logic under which the resulting 
formalized theory is complete and Heyting's 
logistic system is semantically complete.”  



• What about Gödel? 



Carnap diary entry Dec 1929 



• Gödel made two explicit attempts at formalism 
freeness. The first in his 1946 Princeton 
Bicentennial address and the second in his 
1956 Dialectica paper (though in fact much of 
what he wrote was imbued with the idea in 
some form or other, from his 1929 thesis to his 
conversations with Hao Wang in the latter part 
of his life).  



The distinction between formal and 
informal provability (Gödel’s 1929 

Thesis) 
•  Objection: doesn’t the use of the law of excluded 

middle in its proof “invalidate the entire 
completeness proof”? The Completeness Theorem 
asserts ‘a kind of decidability,’ namely every 
quantificational formula is either provable or a 
counterexample to it can be given, whereas the 
principle of the excluded middle seems to express 
nothing other than the decidability of every 
problem. (Brouwer’s “Third Ansicht”)  

•  Circularity!: one assumes the decidability of every 
question in order to prove just that assertion. 



•  “. . . what is affirmed (by the law of excluded 
middle) is the solvability not at all through 
specified means but only through all means that 
are in any way imaginable . . .”  

•  The Completeness Theorem provides a reduction: 
if we assume solvability by all means imaginable, 
then we have, in the case of a sentence of first-
order predicate calculus, a reduction to solvability 
by very specific means laid out beforehand.  



Provability “by any means imaginable”  

• Gödel remarks in a footnote that the notion is 
perhaps “too sweeping” —a hesitation to 
which he is no longer subject by the 
mid-1940s.  



Absolute Undecidability (Symmetry) 

•  “The consistency of the proposition A (that 
every set is constructible [V = L ]) is also of 
interest in its own right, especially because it is 
very plausible that with A one is dealing with 
an absolutely undecidable proposition, on 
which set theory bifurcates into two different 
systems, similar to Euclidean and non- 
Euclidean geometry.” (*1939b, CWIII) 



Decidability 

•  “As to problems with the answer Yes or No, 
the conviction that they are always decidable 
remains untouched by these results.” (193? In 
CWII, lecture text) 



1948  

•  “The universal characteristic claimed by 
Leibniz (1677) does not exist. Any systematic 
procedure for solving problems of all kinds 
would have to be nonmechanical.”   

•  “The universal characteristic claimed by 
Leibniz (1677) if interpreted as a formal 
system does not exist.” 

(Gödel Nachlass, folder 1/209, 013184, p.1. )  



, 

Gödel “On Russell’s Mathema'cal Logic” 1944 



Kreisel 1972 



 John Burgess (“Putting Structuralism 
in its Place”) 

•  Indifferentism 



Gödel Princeton Bicentennial lecture 1946 



Gödel Princeton Bicentennial lecture 1946 



Gödel’s two notions of definability 

•  Two canonical inner models: 
– Constructible sets 
• Model of ZFC 
• Model of GCH  

– Hereditarily ordinal definable sets 
• Model of ZFC 
• CH? – independent of ZFC 



Constructibility 

•  Constructible sets (L): 



Ordinal definability 

•  Hereditarily ordinal definable sets (HOD):  
– A set is ordinal definable if it is of the form  

{a : φ(a,α1,…, αn)} 
where φ(x,y1,…, yn) is a first order formula of set theory. 
– A set is hereditarily ordinal definable if it and all 

elements of its transitive closure are ordinal definable.  



•  Myhill-Scott result: Hereditarily ordinal definable 
sets (HOD) can be seen as the constructible 
hierarchy with second order logic (in place of first 
order logic):  

•  Chang considered a similar construction with the 
infinitary logic Lω1ω1 in place of first order logic. 



•  If V=L, then V=HOD=Chang’s model=L. 
•  If there are uncountably many measurable 

cardinals then AC fails in the Chang model. 
(Kunen.)  



C(L*) 

•  L* any logic. We define C(L*): 

•  C(L*) = the union of all L´α 



Bernays 

“It seems in no way appropriate that Cantor’s 
Absolute be identified with set theory 
formalized in standardized logic, which is 
considered from a more comprehensive model 
theory.” 

-Letter to Gödel, 1961 (CWIV)  



Thank you! 


